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This paper presents a state assignment algorithm with the objective of lower energy
along with area comparable to the area-targeting state assignments such as JEDI. The
underlying framework is MUSTANG’s complete weighted graph with weights representing state affinity. The weight computation phase estimates the computation energy
of potential common cubes using steady state probabilities for transitions. The weight
computation phase also identifies a large set of potential state cliques, which are incorporated into a recursive bipartitioning based state assignment procedure. Reuse of
cliques identified by the weight computation phase results in a faster and efficient state
assignment. The energy targeting weights result in 9% lower area and 18% lower
power than area targeting weights in JEDI over 29 MCNC Logic Synthesis ’93 benchmarks. The clique based state assignment performs almost as well as the annealing
based state assignment in JEDI, and takes only about half as much time.
Keywords: Finite-state-machine; State assignment; Low power; Low-energy; Multi-level logic
synthesis

switching (power). However these efforts have
been limited to redefining an objective function to
be a linear combination of area and power based
objective functions with the user choosing a
relative weight for the area and power optimization. This paper develops a state assignment
approach which is a variant of MUSTANG’s [2]
area optimization weights to incorporate switching
activity. MUSTANG attempts to increase the
number and size of shared cubes in the resulting
multi-level implementation. It does not take into
account the switching activity and expected fanout

1. INTRODUCTION

There have been several research studies dealing
with state assignment problem for low power
[11,4, 14, 18, 16]. Most of these state assignments
target a reduction in average switching per
transition (or average Hamming distance between
states). This reduction in Hamming distance often
results in lower power, but usually at a cost of
additional area. Some (Olson and Kang [10], and
Benini and De Micheli [1]) of them incorporate
objective functions involving both area and
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of the shared cube. The weights in our method try
to maximize the expected fanout and the switching
activity of shared cubes. Tsui et al. [14] also had a
similar objective with a different approach.
The objective function in MUSTANG is the
minimization of
all edges (hijwid) SO that pairs
of states si, sj with high weight (or high affinity) wij
receive a state assignment with low Hamming
distance hid. Ideally, one would like to seek out all
the cliques with high weight in this complete graph
and assign least Hamming distance state codes to
all the members of the same clique. MUSTANG
accomplishes this through a heuristic called wedge
clustering. However, the constructive procedure
followed to derive the weights for the complete
graph already builds a large set of potential cliques
from the FSM structure. Consider a state set for a
state sk built by the fanout based algorithm. This is
a vector of size N for an FSM with N states. All
the states that have a transition to state sk have a
nonzero entry in this vector. All the states with
non’zero entries in this state set form a potential
clique. Similarly, each output set in the fanout
based algorithm is a potential clique. Fanin based
algorithm provides another 2.n/N potential
cliques for an FSM with N states and n inputs.
Note that clique in this context means a weighted
clique, i.e., a set of vertices with the existence of
pairwise edges with a high total edge weight.
We use a bipartitioning based approach to assign
state codes. Veeramachaneni 17] and Hachtel et al.
[4] have independently used bipartitioning on the
state transition graph with edges labeled by the
steady-state transition probabilities. We recursively
bipartition the complete weighted graph generated
by fanin, fanout or fanin-fanout based weights. The
bipartitioning is applied to an equivalent graph
whose vertices are the cliques generated by the
weight-assignment algorithm (appropriately preprocessed). This bipartitioning stops when each leaf
in the recursion contains exactly one clique. At that
point the state transition graph for each clique is
bipartitioned until each individual state is assigned
a code. This method has an advantage in that it
keeps all the states within a clique together for as

over

late in the state assignment process as possible.
Hence the codes for all the states in a clique share a
large prefix resulting in low Hamming distance
codes. The main advantage of this method over
MUSTANG and JEDI is efficiency in deriving state
assignments from a given weighted graph. The
quality of solution is comparable to that of simulated annealing based assignment in JEDI, while the
running time is only about half that of annealing.
There are many variants of this basic framework. We have experimented with a large set of
these variants (such as break cliques at each level
so that the state sets are balanced, break a clique
only when need be, and break the one with the
smallest clique weight; keep cliques disjoint by
pruning them right in the beginning; retain overlapping cliques; compute weights only with fanout,
only with fanin, or with both fanin and fanout;
and many combinations of these factors). The
summary results indicate that this method has
approximately 9% area advantage and 18% power
advantage simultaneously over JEDI [8] for
MCNC Logic Synthesis ’93 benchmarks with
uniform distribution of primary inputs. Note that
most of the algorithms reported in literature save
power at the cost of adding more area. Hence the
simultaneous reduction in area and power from
our algorithm is noteworthy. Recall that JEDI
incorporates MUSTANG’s area affinity based
weight framework. Section 2 gives the notation
and the energy model. We provide the theoretical
basis for weight computation in Section 3. The
algorithms are described in Section 4 and the
results are presented in Section 5. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. NOTATION AND ENERGY

FRAMEWORK

A finite state machine is represented by a state
transition graph M (Q, E, A, 5,qo) where Q, Z], A
are sets of states, input and output respectively.
is the transition function and q0 is the initial state.
This graph could be provided in KISS (state
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transition table) format where each line represents
one implicant xi, si, si, Yi with input xi, current
state si, next state si, and output yi. Figure shows
one of the MCNC logic synthesis benchmark FSM
(bbzas) in KISS format. It has 2 input bits, 2 output bits, 6 states and 24 product terms or specified
.i

2

.p

24

.s

6

transitions. This FSM is also shown in Figure 2 in
state transition diagram form. In the following, N
is the number of states, No is the number of output
bits, and n is the number of input bits.
Each transition (si, sj) has a conditional probability derived from the probability of the input
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(shown in Fig. 3). Note that

the computation of a state si requires computing
where psj,j is the
A pSlogN,
literal representing the value of the jth bit of
c(si), i.e., psjs,j psi for si.j 1 and psj, psi for
si.j= O. Sometimes, during the weight computation
phase, energy for computing the product term of a
subset ofliteralspsl A ps2 A
A pSlogU, needs
to be estimated. However, switching energy in
these cases depends on the switching probability of
the present state bits ps,ps2,...,pSlogU. The
problem is that these bit-level switching probabilities are not known until after the state assignment
is done. The only information available before
assignment is at state machine abstraction level:
steady state probabilities of states p(s) and transitions p(sg, sj). We use an entropy based estimate
of switching derived in [16].
The distributed lower bound from Theorem 3 of
[16] considers the immediate neighborhood of a
state si. For instance, the immediate neighborhood
of state st2 in Figure 2 consists of states st and
st3. The conditional distribution of outgoing
transitions from state s is denoted by {qu}, e.g.,
for bbtas in Figure 2 the conditional distribution
for state st2 is {q:,l .25, qa,3 .75}. Theorem 3 in
[16] proves that the expected total switching
conditional upon present state being s (given by
_,j(qi.h(c(si),c(sj)))) is at least H(q)-klogdi
where H(qg) is the entropy of the {qig} distribution, k is a constant and dg is the number of states
in the immediate neighborhood of si. All the
logarithms (log) in the following are to the base

..

pslsi. A ps2 A

(.25

.059
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nSlogN-1,... ,ns2, ns1

(.25)
(.75/

.176

FIGURE2 State diagram for bbtas with steady-state
probabilities.

combination causing this transition. We label this
conditional probability q(si, sj) (also referred to as
qij). Figure 2 shows q(si, sj) as the number in
parenthesis labeling the corresponding transition.
An FSM can be viewed as a Markov process and
hence one can compute the steady-state probability of an FSM being in state s. Let p(si) denote the
steady-state probability of state si. Each state si in
Figure 2 is labeled by its steady-state probability
p(si). The steady-state probability of a transition
(si, sj) is denoted by p(si, sj) which is the product
p(si)q(si, sj). The number not in parenthesis labeling each transition in Figure 2 is p(si, sj). For a detailed discussion of these concepts and of methods
for computing these probabilities, the reader is
referred to [17, 9, 5]. A state assignment algorithm
assigns an m-bit code c(si) to each state si, for
m _> log N. The Hamming distance between two
states si and sj (denoted by h(c(si), c(sj)) or by hij)
under a state assignment c is the number of bit
positions where codes c(si) and e(sj) have different
values.
In the rest of the paper, we assume that a state
assignment algorithm c assigns state codes of
length [logN]. In order to reduce the clutter of
notation, we will write log N instead of [logN]. A
state assignment c assigns a state code Si,log N
Si, logN--1...Si,2Si,1 for each state si where Si, log N
E {0, } is the most significant bit and si,1 {0, 1 } is
the least significant bit of the state code c(si).
Let us consider the classical FSM implementation where log N bits representing next state are
cycled back to the present state input through a
latch. Let the present state bits be PSlogN, PSlog
u-,... ,ps2,pSl and the next state bits be nSlogN,

.. ..
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FIGURE 3 Typical FSM implementation scheme.
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two unless otherwise stated. We simplify this result
to assume that the total switching incurred for a
transition from state si to one of its neighbors is
approximately H(qij). The ]zlztas state assignments given in Figure 7 have expected switching
from st2 as 1.75 (.25.h(001,000+.75.h(001,
100)) and 1.25 for clique and annealing based
assignments respectively. This energy model predicts the expected switching for st2 to be
H(q2j)= .25 .1og 4+.75 .1og (4/3)=.81. Hence
the formal energy model is:

Energy model 1 The expected switching per state
bit for an outgoing transition from state si given
that the present state is si is H(qi)/log N. H(qi) is
the entropy of the conditional transition probability distribution for state si and N is the number
of states.
We used another intuitive model to derive
expected switching per state bit, which does not
have a theoretical justification. We use the steadystate probability of state si as an indicator of
expected switching for its outgoing transitions.

Energy model 2 The expected switching per state
bit for an outgoing transition from state si given
that the present state is si is p(si)/log N.
In practice, Energy model 1 performs better
than the Energy model 2, however Energy model 2
is easier to compute.
Note that in these energy models, we have
assumed that the switching energy is directly
proportional to the switching probability. This is
a reasonable energy estimate per clock cycle for
CMOS technology assuming that there are no
routing capacitances and that all gates have unit
capacitance.

3. WEIGHT COMPUTATION

We assume some familiarity with the MUSTANG
approach [2] in this discussion. MUSTANG [2]
and JEDI [8] build a complete graph from the state
machine M, G (V, E, w) with w(si, sj) providing a
weight to each edge (si, sj) for si, sjE V. Note that
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V= Q, the set of states of M and (Si, Sj) 6
represents a transition from state s to sy. Since G
is a complete graph, E V V. Figure 4 shows a
complete weighted graph derived from bbtzas.
These FIFO weights were computed using Eqs. (5)
and (7) presented later. We summarize MUSTANG’s weight computation for area optimization in the next section. This is followed by energy
modeling weight computation.
3.1. Area-based Weight Computation

The weights in the complete graph G=(V, E, w)
are designed to be used with a minimization of an
objective function of the form -]si,s W(Si, Sj)*
h(c(si),c(sj)). Hence, these weights w(si, sy) reflect
the potential savings in the literal count based
measure of area of a multi-level logic implementation of G if h(e(si), e(sy)) were to decrease by one. In
other words, 6A w(si, Sj) * 6h(c(si), c(sj)) where A
is the area (literal count) of the implementation.
These weights could be computed from the output
(next state and primary outputs) perspective
(termed fanout based weights in MUSTANG and
output dominant algorithm in JEDI) or from the
input (present state and primary inputs) perspective (termed fanin based weights in MUSTANG
and input dominant algorithm in JEDI).
3.1.1. Fanout Based Weight Computation
Consider fanout based weight computation for
W(Si, Sj). For a given output Yk A and state sk Q:

Oi,k
Si,k

{ (Si, S) 51y
{ (si, Sk) )

for transition (Si, S) }

Oi, k is the set of all transitions from state s that
assert output Yk and Si,k is the set of all transitions
from si to s. Let states si and s be assigned codes
with Hamming distance t, i.e., h(c(si),c(s))--t.
Assume that state codes are log N bits long. Then,
under certain assumptions, a common cube of
t’= log N- literals can be extracted from si and sj
to be shared by the logic for y and s. Let us
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FIGURE 4 Weighted graph for bbtas with energy modeling weights.

that Si,ll Sj,ll Si,12 Sj,12
Sj,I
Si,lt,
and si,t, sj,t,,..., Si,l L Sj,l. Instead of computing
SiVSj as si,h si,12 ..Si,lt, Si,l; .si,l; V sj,fi sj,12 .sj,lsj,l, .sj,l,
compute them in the multi-level form CCij=
Sij,ll Sij,12
Sij,lt, Si / Sj CCi,](Si,l,
Si,l V Sj,l, Sj,l
where Sij,tr Si,tr Sj,tr for < r < t’ are the common literals. This common cube computation is
illustrated in Figure 5. The IOi,kl/ IOj, kl fanins of
siVsj benefit from the common cube CCi,. The
literal count gain from extracting CCii from
output perspective is [-]1 ([Oi,kl "Jr-Ioj,kl)*
(t’-1)]- t’. Hence the marginal change in the
literal count for a delta of in h(c(si),c(sj)) is
approximately -]Ol [Oi,k[ / I@,kl. Similarly, the
logic for next state Sk benefits as many times as
the number of l’s in the code for Sk (C(Sk)). Since
assume

the state codes are not known a priori, assuming
that each state code has half ones or log N/2 ones,
the expected marginal literal count gain is
’]/=1 (ISi,k / ]Sj,k]) * logU/2. These two factors
contribute to give:

Io,, 1 +
k=l

N

/

/ ISj,kl), logN/2
(ISi,kl
k=l

3.1.2. Fanin Based Weight Computation

The fanout based weight computation rewarded
large cubes. On the other hand, fanin based weight

FIGURE 5 Illustration of common cube

CCi

between si and sj.
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computation rewards the amount of sharing for
the common cubes derived from the input, primary
input cubes or present state cubes. Let us define k
and I), k to model sharing of input literals Zk and xk
for _<k <n. Similarly, Set PSi,k models the
sharing of cube for state Sk.

I,

y,k
llj, k

{[(x O) x
{[(Xk 1) x s
{ (Sk, si) E

PSi,k

-
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The rationale for this is as follows. Recall that
(A/h(c(si), C(Sj))) W(Si, Sj). Hence (SA Ysi,sj a
[6h(c(si), c(sj)), w(si, sj)] which results in A
,i,sjah(c(si),c(sj)) , w(si, sj) as the objective
function.

3.2. Energy-based Weight Computation

;] e }

Let us extend this framework to compute weights

sj] 6}

is the set of all transitions to Sy, on an input
k
value with Xk- O, and 11 is similarly defined. Note

modeling energy savings instead of literal count
savings. As we discussed in Section 2, this energy
model ignores the routing capacitances and considers all gate capacitances to be unit capacitances.

j,k

that the notation [(xk=0)ssy] denotes a
transition from a state s to sy on an input with
Xk--O. PSi,k is the set of all transitions from state
which
sk to state si. Once again, let h(c(si), c(sj))
implies that tr= log N-t of log N bits for si and sj
have the same value. All of these bits can use the
common cube consisting of log N bits of state code
for sk. Hence the literal count savings are
[-=1 ([PSi,kl + [PSj,k[) * logN * (t’- 1)]- t’. This
results in marginal literal count savings for 6t=

-]=1

-

Sh(c(si), c(sy))- as
(IPSi,I + I/’s,l). ogN.
Similarly, the common literals in si and sy can
share the l-literal cube Xk with 111i,kl ]/j’,kll
frequency. Hence the marginal improvement in
input literal count savings are
/
The fanin based weight
/
w(si, s) then is:

I/),kl) (lI’,,kl I/0,kl)]

2_[(ll/,kl/

N

W(Si, Sj)

-([eSi,k[ -t- ]eSy,kl) * logN
k=l
n

0
+ [(121,1 + i/,1)+ (10i,kl nt- I/-,kl)]

k=l

3.2.1. Fanout Based Weights
If the common cube CCi, were to be extracted
from SiVSj, what are the resulting energy savings?
The common cube extraction saves on the energy
of computing CCij for all its fanouts.

3.2.2. Energy for Computing a Common Cube

The energy for computing CCi --Sij,llSij,12.o Sij,lt,
(E(CCid)) depends on the steady-state and conditional switching probabilities of state bits si,tq for
< q < Recall that p(si) denotes the steady-state
probability of FSM M being in state si. Let p(si,lq)
be the switching probability of state bit si,tq for
<_ q < In particular (ignoring routing capacitances), based on a constant fanin (binary) and
tree, where d is the number of levels in the tree and
r is the number of terms at each level: E(CCid)

.
.

’1

_< d <_

logt’[-l

<_

<_

t’/2d(H(r-1),2

d

+

1<_ k <_ r,2

p(sij,))]. This is illustrated in Figure 6.
Note, however, that the state code bit probabilities, p(sij,tq) for _< q _< r, are not known a priori.
We would be conservative and estimate a lower

Sometimes, [Oi,l and Oy,k[ (similarly Si,kl and
IS,kl or Ii, kl and [lj, kl) are multiplied rather
than added. The state assignment phase attempts
to minimize the objective function:

h((Si),C(Sj))* W(Si, Sj)
si,sj E

Q

bound on E(CCid). The factor with the minimum
probability in the expression for E(CCid) is
p(Sij,ll)P(Sij,12) .p(sij,b), which is the intersection
of the cubes for states si and s. In the simplistic
Energy Model 2, this probability should be p(si) +
p(s). The value for p(si)+p(s) is known before
state assignment. Level d of the fanin tree for
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FIGURE 6 Illustration of energy needs in and and Tree.

CCij contributes

YI _< _< t’/2d(H(r--1),2d+l <_ k <_

r,2d

p(so,tk) > p(si)p(sj) towards E(CCij) for
_< d < log t’. Hence a computable lower bound
on E(CCid) is"
E(ffij

log t’ * (si)

-[- p(sj)]

AE(si, sj, t’)

(1)

This form is still not applicable in our framework as the size of the common cube or log
N-h(c(si), c(sj)) (t’ in this case) is not known a
priori. In fact, as for the area case, we would like to
estimate change in energy for every unit of change
in h(c(si),c(sj)). Let E(si, s,t’) be the energy of
computing a common-cube of size <_ t’<_ log N
between state encodings of si and s. Let
h(c(s), c(s))- t- log N-t’. We wish to estimate
A E(si, sj, t’) E(si, sj, t’ / 1) E(si, sy, t’) which is the
resulting energy gain for Ah(c(si),c(sj))-1. In
other words, a change in codes for si and sy such
that their Hamming distance decreases by one
results in a larger common cube such that the
energy for computing the larger cube is

State

FIFO-CLIQUES assignment Annealing assignment

st0

010

000

stl

000

001

st2

001

010

st3

100

011

st4

101

100

st5

110

101

FIGURE 7 FIFO-CLIQUES and annealing state assignments
for bbtas.

/E(si, Sj, log N- h(c(si), c(sj))) units higher. By Eq.

(1), we get:

E(si, sj, t’ + 1) E(si, sj, t’)
(log({ 4- 1) -log{) 3(si) 4-p(sj)]

(2)
Using Taylor’s series expansion, we can use
the
In (N + 1) In N- (1/2N + 1) +
identity
(1/2N+ 1) to
(1/3(2N+ 1)3)+(1/5(2N+ 1)5)+
simplify Eq.(2) to"

AE(sisj, t’)

((ln e) 2) ,
2t’+

[p(,)+ p()] (3)

However, we do not know the value for t’ a
priori. We could approximate the average size of a
shared cube derived from siVs. A simple assumption is to set t’ at log N/2. An alternative is to
assume a perfect state assignment algorithm which
generates large common cubes between pairs of
states (Sg, s) with high steady-state probability (and
hence with high computation energy for the
common cubes) and with a high probability of
common cube’s use. We elaborate on this alternative in the following discussion.

3.2.3. Probability of Energy Savings
for a Common Cube

The other side of the coin in the total energy saved
by extracting the common cube CCig is the

OPTIMAL STATE ASSIGNMENT

probability with which the computation of CCij is
avoided. Recall that p(si, sj) is the steady-state
probability of a transition (si, sj).
The probability of benefitting from the common
cube can be computed by adding up the steadystate probability of all the transitions in sets Qi,k,
O,k, Si,k, S,. Let OPi,k- -(si,s) Oi,k p(si, S). Similarly, let SPi,k -,(,i,4 si, p(si, s). The expected
fanout count for the shared cube CCi/ then is
(SPi,k + SPj,k) * logN/2.
(OPi,k + OPj,k) +
This along with Eq. (3) gives a lower bound on
marginal energy saved for every unit increment
(or unit change in h(c(si),c(sj))) in the size of
common cube as (which also is w(si, sj) in our

yo,

=1

formulation):
No

W(Si,Sj)

+ OPj,k) + (SPi,k .qt_ SPj,k)
(OPi,k
k=l
k=l

N/2]

H(qi, k)/log N. Similarly, the average switching for
transitions from state sy is H(@, k)/log N. What is
the value for the average switching for the state
bits in the common cube CCi]Sijll,... ,Sijlt, 9. We
average the switching values for the two states
with respect to their steady-state probabilities.
Hence
p -p(si+,lq) (p(si) * H(qi,k) + p(sj)
H(qj,k)/log N (p(si) + p(sj))) for all _< q _< t’.
Once again, assuming an and tree as in Figure 6,
E(CCid) is given by pt’+p2(f/2)+p4(t’/4)+...+
pt’(t,/t,). Hence the marginal energy for computing
a common cube of size t’ versus t+l is AE
(Si, Sj, t) g(si, sj, -+- 1) E(si, sj, t) p + p2/2 +
p4/4+...+pt’/f. Since p< 1, typically the first
few terms of this expression matter and hence

AE(si, sj, t’)p+p2/2 +p4/4, which is:

N

log
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[p(si)-t-p(sj)], (1.39/log N)

(4)

mE(si, sj, t)
p(si) * H(qi,k) + p(sj) * H(qj,k)
log N (p(si) + p(Sj))
* H(qi,k) -k-p(sj) H(qj,k)

2

+ (p(si)

/2

\

The preceding value for w(si, s) assumes that the
size of the common cube between si and sj is log N/
2 literals. The total number of literals in the
common cubes over all distinct state pairs then is
(N2/2) (log N/2). We will multiply this number by
the probability of benefitting from the common
cube (-] (OPi, k -Jr- OPj,k) q(SPi,k qt_ SPj,k)*
log N/2) to get an estimate of t’. With this

-kN=l

modification:

The weights then are given by:
No

W(Si,Sj)

-(OPi,k + OPj,k)
k=l

q-

No

W(Si, Sj)

)4

*_E(___+’,k)_ 2p(sj).*_H(qj,k) /4
+ ?(Si).
\ log N (p(si) +p(sj))

N

k=l

log N/2

+ k,

[p(si) +p(sj)]
2

(2.78/N

log N)

t-

p(si) * H(qi,k +p(sj) H(qj,k)
log N (p(si) --[-p(sj))

(OPi,k + OPj,k) + Z(SPi,k + SPj,k)
k=l

n SPj,k) * log N/2
(SPi,k
k=l

(5)

-[-

(p(si)

log N * (P(Si) -[-p(sj))

* n(qi,k) -+-p(sj) * n(qj,k)

)/41
(6)

3.2.4. Energy Model 1: Fanout

In energy model 1, the energy for computing the
common cube E(CCid) is different. In this energy
model (Section 2), the average switching of each
state bit for transitions originating at Sg is given by

i

4

3.2.5. Fanin Based Weights

Recall that fanin based weights model the frequency of sharing for the common cubes derived
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from the present state and primary input bits. Let
us model the frequency of use for both present
state and primary input bit cubes. Once again, we
need to accumulate probabilities of transitions in
sets PSi,k, I,k and 1lj,k. Let PSPi,k -](si, s) E PSi,t, P
(si, s), and similarly IPj, k
19.jk p(sj, s),
7
Iplj, k
p(sj,s) The probability ot use
of a present state hared cube derived from state sg
is
(PSni,k + PSPj,k). The primary input cubes
Xk and Xk are used with probability ’=1 ([I’i,k[ +
I/j,k l) and ’--1 (llP,: + I1j,l) respectively.
Let us now estimate the energy for computing
A PS log In Ens, the cube psb., A ps2 A
ergy Model 2, this energy is simply p(s) log log N.
Switching at each level is proportional to steady
state probability p(s) and there are log log N logic
levels. For Energy Model 1, the energy is given by
H(qk,j) log log N since expected switching per level
is H(q,3. Energy for computing the input literals
x and x is just the switching probability of the
input bit Xk, p(Xk).
Hence the expected marginal energy gain for
every unit reduction in the Hamming distance of
states si and sj is given by (Energy Model 2):

,.

,. .

=1

..

W(Si

Sj
N

+ PSPj,k) * p(Sk) * log logN]
Z[(PSPi,k
k=l
N

/

+ II),kl)/ (llP,kl + I/),kl)] * p(xk)
[(lI;kl
k=l
(7)

For Energy Model 1, the fanin weights are:

W(Si, Sj)
N

+ PSPj,k) * H(qk,l) * log logN]
[(PSPi,k
k=l
N

/

/ I/,kl)/ (llP,kl / I/jl, kl)], p(xk)
[(lI;,kl
k=l

Again, we sometimes use the multiplicative
form for w(si, sj), e.g. [[-] (OPi,k * OPj,)+
(SPi, * SPj,) logU/2] ,...]. Once again,

’=1

the
E-

objective

function

to

si,sjeah(c(si), c(sj)) , W(Si, Sj).

minimize

is

3.2.6. FIFO Weights

A hybrid approach to weight computation is FIFO
based weights where fanout and fanin based
weights are added together. Note that circuits
with relatively large number of output (input) bits
are modeled better with fanout (fanin) based
weights. FIFO based weights usually perform
better than either of fanin or fanout based weights.

4. STATE ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHMS

The state assignment algorithm takes the weighted
graph G-(V, E, w) as its input and generates a
state assignment c attempting to minimize the
objective function -si,sj Q h((si), (sj)) w(si, sj).
Several heuristics have been used for this purpose,
specifically wedge clustering in MUSTANG [2] and
simulated annealing in JEDI [8]. Note that it
would be advantageous to assign state codes with
low Hamming distances to the groups of states
with relatively high weights with respect to each
other (so that high values of w(si, sj) would have
low coefficient values h(c(si), (Sj))).
We have used two classes of state assignment
algorithms annealing based and clique-based.

Annealing JEDI uses annealing based minimization of Esi,sjQh((si),c(sj)). W(Si, Sj) as the
default state assignment method. We provided
energy based weights (computed with Eqs. 6 and
8) to JEDI annealing assignment phase.
Clique Wedge-clustering in MUSTANG detects
the clusters of states s, Sy,, Sy2,... Sy with k < log
N such that ffi_l(W(S, Syi)) is a high value. The
intuition is that up to log N neighbors of s can be
potentially assigned unidistant codes from s. A
cluster that appears to benefit most is chosen and
smallest Hamming distance codes are assigned to
all the yet unassigned states in the cluster. This
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process is repeated until there are no unassigned
states.

A more general notion of a cluster is a weighted
clique, a set of states with higher than average
pairwise weight. We could identify all the weighted
cliques (which could also be singletons) in the
weighted graph G (V, E, w). These cliques can
also be rank-ordered on the basis of average
weight (clique weight divided by number of states
in the clique). Ideally, we would like to assign the
best codes (lowest, average Hamming distance) to
the states in the highest weight clique. The states in
a higher weight clique get to choose their codes
before the states in a lower weight clique.
In general, clique identification is a hard
problem [3]. However, we observe that the weight
computation steps in Section 3 form the bricks of
clique formation. Hence, we already know candidates for potential cliques in G. Each component
of the weight w(si, sj), affinity between states si and
sj, is attributable to either an output bit or a nextstate in the fanout based weight computation; or
to an input bit or a present state in fanin based
weight computation. We can determine which of
these potential cliques actually form a clique.
These cliques can then be used by a state assignment method as additional information about the
FSM structure. The cluster cover notion of Shi
and Brzozowski [13] comes closest to our notion of
weighted cliques. In the following, we describe
several methods for clique based state assignment.
There are four major, well-identifiable phases in
the state assignment.
Steady state probabilities Compute the steady
state probabilities p(s) for each state s E Q using
classical Markov chain theory [17, 9]. This is used
to compute steady state probabilities p(si, sj) of
each transition from state si to state sy.
Weight computation This phase computes the
weights for the complete, undirected, weighted
graph G(V, E, w)) where V is in 1-to- correspondence with the state set Q. Section 3 describes this

procedure.
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Clique computation There are potentially No
output based cliques, 2n input based cliques, N
next-state based cliques and N present state based
cliques. This phase determines all the cliques from
these No + 2N+ 2n potential cliques. We describe
the notation and methods later in this section.

State assignment From the weighted graph G and
the set of cliques C computed in previous step,
another induced graph is derived: Gc: (C, Ec, wc)
where C is the set of clique vertices, Ec usually
induces a complete graph, and Wc aggregates the
affinities between states into affinities between
cliques. This graph is then bipartitioned recursively to assign state codes to each state in V. The
objective function minimized in this phase still is

.si,sj E v(W(Si, sj) * h(c(si), c(sj))).
The first of these steps, steady-state probability
computation is fairly standard [9, 17]. We describe
the other three steps in detail in the following
subsections.
4.1. Weight Computation

The weight computation follows the description in
Section 3. We give the details of only the fanout
oriented weight assignment. The fanin oriented
weights can be computed in a very similar manner.
The data structures maintained are: STATE
SET[N][N] STATE_SET[t][j] -p(sj, si) if state
s has a transition to si with steady-state probability p(sy, si); and OUTPUT_SET[No] IN]OUTPUT_SET[i] ] yi__ (sj,s)p(sj, s). The ith
row of STATE_SET (OUTPUT_SET) corresponds to the affinity set due to the state si (the
output bit Yi) respectively. The program in Figure 8
computes the frequency of use of the potential
common cubes into STATE SET and O UTPUT
SET. The steady-state probability computation
phase computes p(si) into STATE_PROBABILITY[t] and H(qi,:) into LENTROPY[t]. The
program in Figure 9 accumulates the weights into
w[t][j] using Energy Model from Eq. (6).
The fanin based weight assignments can be done
in an analogous fashion. The FIFO weights are
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for

1 to

No

for each edge ej,k (sj,sk) E G
if (ej, asserts the output bit Yi)

OUTPUT_SET[i][j]
for
1 to N

OUTPUT_SET[i]] + p(sj, Sk);

(,j, si) G
STATE_SET[i][j] STATE_SET[i][j] + p(8.i, i);

for each edge eli

FIGURE 8 Fanout based weight frequency computation.

to N

for

to N

for j

P- (STATE_PROBABILITY[i], LENTROPY[i] + STATE_PROBABILITY]
LENTROPY[j]) /[log N (STATE__PROBABILITY[i] + STATE_PROBABILITY[j])];
for k--1 toN

w[i][j]

w[i][j]

fork=l to

+ (STATE_SET[k][i] + STATE_SET[k][j])

0.5 log N,

(P + P2/2);

No

w[i][j] w[i]/]
[j][i] [i][j];

+ (OUTPUT_SET[k][i] + OUTPUT_SET[k][j]) (P + P2/2);

FIGURE 9 Accumulation of fanout based affinity weights.

computed by running both fanin and fanout based
weight assignments and adding them. The experimental choices offered by weight computation are
weight styles: fanout based weights (FO), fanin
based weights (FI), or FIFO weights (FIFO).
4.2. Clique Computation

A weighted clique C in G-(V, E, w) is a set of
states in V with higher than average weights. Note
that the notation
the set S.

IS] specifies the cardinality of

DEFINITION
The weight of a set of states Cc_ V,
W(C), is given by -(Si,Sj) E E and si,sj e C W(Si, Sj)"
DEFINITION 2 The normalized weight of a set of
states CC_ V, NW(C), is given by (W(C)/0.5. [C[.
Normalized weight of a set is the total weight of
that set divided by the number of edges in it.

DEFINITION 3 Let avg_weight (G) (-si,sj g
A set of states Cc_V
w(si, sj)/0.5 * Ivl, (Ivlis a weighted clique in G if NW(C)>_ avg_weight

(G).
Note that the clusters in MUSTANG [2] are a
special case of a weighted clique.
The intention is to assign state codes of low
Hamming distance to states within weighted
cliques. However, how do we identify all the
weighted cliques in G? Recall that the problem of
determining if a given graph G has a clique of size
k is NP-complete [3]. Unfortunately, weighted
clique problem, to determine if there exists a
weighted clique of size k is also NP-complete
through the following polynomial time, simple
reduction. Given an instance of CLIQ UE: a graph
G=(V,E) and k, reduce it to an instance of
WEIGHTED-CLIQ UE: G’ ( V, E, w) and k where
w(u, v)= for all u, v E V. It can be seen that G has
a clique of size k iff G has a weighted clique of size
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k. This is because the average weight over G is
(since each pair of vertices has been assigned
weight even if it is not in E). However, for W(C)
we only count the weight of those vertex pairs that
are in E.

4.2.1. Potential Weighted Cliques
This is where the following observation helps. The
reasons for adding towards the weight between a
pair of states (si, sy) are their affinity within our
weight assignment framework of Section 3. The
fanout based weight assignment provides this
affinity for one of N+No reasons, i.e. (si, sj) are
close either because of one or more of the N next
states s or because of one or more of the No output
bits. Each of the N+ No sets, Ui Si,k for _< k <_ N
and [.Ji O i,k for <_ k <_ No defines a possible
weighted clique or a subset of a weighted clique.
All the states s in the union of Si,k for a fixed k:
<_ <_ N Si,k, are potentially close together due to
the next state s. Similarly, all the states in
U1 <_i<_ N Oi,k could potentially form a subset of

UI

Co
C_

C2
C3
C4

C5
C6
C7

Cs
C9
C.o
C1.
C2
C3
C4

C5
C6
C7

OUTPUT_SET[O]
OUTPUT_SET[l]
STATE_SET[O]
STATE_SET[l]
STATE_SET[2]
STATE_SET[3]
STATE_SET[4]
STATE_SET[5]
INPUT_SETO[O]
INPUT_SETO[1]
INPUT_SETI[O]
INPUT_SETI[1]
PREV_STATE_SET[O]
PREV_STATE_SET[1]
PREV_STATE_SET[2]
PREV_STATE_SET[3]
PREV_STATE_SET[
PREV_STATE_SET[5]
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a weighted clique due to their shared affinity with
respect to the output bit y. Hence the ith row of
STATE SET and OUTPUT SET data structures
used in Figures 8 and 9 describes an affinity set.
For instance, all the columns in STATE_SET[O
with nonzero entries correspond to potential
states within a weighted clique. Most likely, many
of these rows (sets) have very few non-zero
entries. Figure 10 shows both fanout and fanin
based weight assignment data structures for

Note that INPUT_SETO[O[j], INPUT_
SETI[t][j] and PREV_STATE_SET[t][j] are used
to store the affinity between state sj and input
xi-O or input xi-1 or present state si respectively. The entries for STA TE_SET[O] in Figure 10
imply that the next-state logic for state stO benefits
from common cubes derived from states stO, st
and st5. We could also deduce that [.Jl <_ <_ U Si,stO
is the set {stO, stl,st5}. Hence it is likely that the
set {stO, stl,st5} forms a potential weighted clique.
This simple observation leads to a set of
2N+ 2n + No potential weighted cliques with FIFO
weights, to a set of N/No potential cliques with
fanout weights, and to a set of N/ 2n potential

bbzas.
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FIGURE 10 Candidate weighted cliques in
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cliques with fanin weights. From now on, we will
assume FIFO weights unless stated otherwise.
Since each weighted clique in G (V, E, w) is built
due to the weight contributions of one or more of
these 2N+ 2n + No sets, these sets provide us with a
heuristic way around the NP-complete problem of
determining all the weighted cliques from scratch.
Of course, many weighted cliques are formed due
to unions of some of these 2N+ 2n / No sets. We
could merge some of these candidate weighted
cliques as long as the result is still a weighted
clique. However, determining a cohesive merger
scheme for the best set of resulting weighted
cliques seems to be a hard problem (potentially
NP-complete). This is where the inaccuracy in this
heuristic comes from.
4.2.2. Pruning Weighted Cliques

The set of potential weighted cliques for bbtas
from Figure 10 is {C2- {stO, stl,st5}, C3- {st0,
st2}, C5 {st2, st3}, C6 {st3, st4}, C7 {st4, st5},
C8- {stO, stl,st2, st3, st4, st5}, Clo-- {stl,st2, st3,
st4, st5}, C12--{stO, stl}, C14-{stl,st3}, C17
{stO, st5}. They are labeled by their row number
in Figure 10, i.e., set Ci is in ith row of Figure 10.
We have eliminated duplicate sets and singletons.
Not all of these sets are weighted cliques. Let us
prune this set to include only the weighted cliques.
We need to determine avg_weight(G) for the
weighted graph in Figure 4. The weights in
Figure 4 have been normalized so that they all
add up to and the weights for (s,s) pairs have
been forced to be 0. Hence avg_weight(G)-1/
15 .0667, NW (C2) .0517, NW(C3) .025,

NW(C5)-.0728, NW(C6)-.1064, NW(C7).0995,
NW(C8) .0667,
NW(Clo) .0765,
NW
(C14)-.0756, NW(C17)NW(C1:z)-.0279,
.0584. Hence pruning results in the set of weighted
cliques" {C5, C6, C7, C8, C10, C14}.

4.2.3. Overlapping Weighted Cliques

One problem with the weighted clique set
{C5, C6, C7, C8, Clo, C14} is that some states belong

to several cliques. As we will see later, ensuring
that this set consists of disjoint sets often results in
better and more efficient state assignment algorithms. In this set: stOEC8; stl C8, C10, C14;
st2 C5, C8, Clo; st3 C5, C6, C8, Clo, C14; st4 C6,
C7, C8, C10; st5 C7, C8, C10.

DEFINITION 4 Affinity of a state s E C to a clique
C is defined as a f finity (s, C)= (], c w(s,s’)/

(ICl- 1)).
Affinity captures the average attraction of a state
to a clique. It is designed to be a measure of how
important is a clique to a state or vice versa. In
order to generate a disjoint set of weighted cliques,
we force a state s to a clique with maximum
affinity. For example, state st l’s affinities are: a f
finity(stl, C8)= .0553, a f finity(stl, C10)--.06215,
a ffinity(stl, C14)= .0756. Hence stl is forced into

C14. Similarly, a f finity(st2, C)=.0728, a f
finity(st2, C8)= .053, a ffinity(st2, C10)= .06, and
hence st2 is forced into C5. Computing other
affinities forces st3 to C6, st4 to C6, and st5 to C7.
This gives the set of disjoint weighted cliques C as:
{C8= {st0}, C14: {stl}, C= {st2}, C6-- {st3,st4},
C7 {st5} }.
Figure 11 summarizes these steps in clique
computation.
We also maintain several other data structures
to help the bipartitioning based state assignment.
An array CLIQ UE_MEMBER[2N+ 2n + No][N]
maintains the membership function for all cliques.
CLIQUE_MEMBER[t][j]= iff the state sj is
member of clique Ci. For disjoint cliques case,
array CLIQUE[N] keeps track of clique assigned
to each state, i.e., CLIQ UE[j]
iff sj is in clique
Ci. We also support state assignment with cliques
that are not disjoint (or are overlapping cliques).
For overlapping cliques case, an array CLIQUE[N][2N+ 2n +No] keeps track of all the
cliques containing a given state. If a state sy belongs to cliques Ci,,Ci2,...,Ci, then CLIQUE
[j][il] CLIQ UE[j][i2]
CLIQUE [j][it] 1.
We also keep the cliques sorted by sizes and
weights. In addition, we keep all the members of a
clique sorted by their affinities to that clique.
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(V,E,w); sets Si,k,PSi,k, < i,k < N; Oi,k, <_
l<i<N, l<k<n);

procedure CLIQUE_COMPUTATION(G
i<N, l<k<No; Ii,k 11i,k

potential weighted cliques:

Ci
Q

Ci
Ci
Ci

UI<_j<_N Oj,i, 0 <_ < No;
(-JI<j<_N Sj,i, No < < N + No;
Jl<_J <N IO" 3,’ N + No _< < N + No + n;
(Jl <_j<_N I,i, N q- No + n <_ < N + No + 2n;
(J<j<_g PSi,i, N + No + 2n < < 2N + No + 2n;

prune cliques:

avg_weight(G)-- 0.5,1Yl,(IYl-)
Vi, 0 < < 2N + 2n + No, if NW(Ci) < 2/(N (N 1)) then discard Ci;
Let Cil, Ci:,
Ci be the weighted cliques for 0 < i, i,..., i < 2N + 2n + No;
disjoint cliques:
compute affinity(sy, Ciq) for _< j _< N and < q _< l;
Let jmax be such that affinity(sj, Cj,,) mx_<q<t affinity(sj, C/);
Delete

sj

from every weighted clique except Cj,, to give the set of weighted cliques C;

FIGURE 11 Clique computation.

The experimental choices offered by the clique
computation phase are with respect to disjoint or
overlapping clique covers of G.
4.3. Recursive Bipartitioning Induced
State Assignment

We use a recursive bipartitioning based scheme to
generate state codes to minimize the objective

-,s,

function
v w(si, sj) h(c(si), c(sj) ). m bipartition based state assignment was used in [17] and
[4]. The objective function minimized in the state
assignments of [17] and [4]
a P(Si, s])
is
different
our
than
objecslightly
h(c(si),c(sj)))
tive function. The bipartitioning based state
assignment algorithms are simple adaptations of
the well established mincut heuristics employed for
circuit placement and layout synthesis. For a
detailed description of the layout mincut heuristic,
the reader is referred to [7, pp. 227-230]. Note
that the objective functions for both layout
synthesis and state assignment have similar forms:
-Vi,Vj e V W( vi, Vj) * l(vi, vj) for layout synthesis
versus -si,s16vW(Si, sj). h(c(si),c(sj)) for state assignment, v and v] are gates in a circuit and l(vi, v)

(],

is an estimate of the complexity of wiring between
them. In a layout, one is willing to accept long
connections with low weights in order to make the
lengths of the connections with high weights small.
Similarly, we may let the Hamming distance of the
low frequency transitions be high so that the highfrequency or high weight transitions can be
assigned low Hamming distance codes. A mincut
bipartition keeps the clusters of states with high
affinity together (in the same set) as late in
recursion as possible. This results in low hamming
distance codes for the states in such a cluster. The
generic bipartitioning based state assignment
algorithm is presented in Figure 12. Note that
the weights w can either be affinity weights as
described in Section 3 or could be steady-state
transition probabilities p(si, sj) depending on the
objective function. Procedure assign_codes assigns
state codes to c(si) cg N(si)’’ "c2(si)c(si) where cg
cg N(Si) is the most significant bit of the code for
si. It calls a recursive procedure assign_state_bit
that assigns to the tth bit of c(si) for all si. We use a
variant of Kernighan-Lin mincut heuristic [6] for
bipartitioning a given set of vertices V with cost
matrix w in procedure bipartition. The procedure
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procedure asslgn_codes(G

(V, E, w), c(8i) for _< _< N);

log N;

assign_state_bit(V, w, c(si) for

<_ <_ N, t);

end procedure assign_codes

procedure asslgn_state_bit(V, w, c(si) for
A, B 9;

bipartition(V, w, A, B);
For all si E A, ct(si) 0;

B, et(si)

For all si

1;

1) then return

if (t

else

assign_state_bit(A, w, c(i) for <_ < N, t- 1);
assign_state_bit(B, w, c(si) for _< < N, t- 1);
end if
end procedure assign_state_bit

FIGURE 12 Bipartitioning based state assignment algorithm.

bipartition returns a partition of set V into two
disjoint sets A and B with IAI IBI-+-1 such that
cut(A, B)
e A,s’ B W(S, d) is minimum over all
balanced partitions (A’,B’) with
+ 1.
The recursion in assign_state_bit goes through
log N depth for an N state FSM. We illustrate
bipartitioning based state assignment for bbtas in
Figure 13. Note that the values for w are as given
in Figure 4. At the top level in recursion,
V={stO, stl,st2,st3,st4,st5} is partitioned into
A {stO, stl,st2} and B= {st3,st4,st5}. One can
verify that it is a mincut. Set A(B) is assigned a 0
(1) for the most significant state code bit. The state

s

IA’I IB’I

{stO, st1, st2, st3, sty, st5}
t=3

I{st0}
000

tstl}

{st2}

I{st3}

010

011

100

I{St4}
101

110

FIGURE 13 Illustration of bipartitioning based assignment
for bbtas.

codes at the leaf nodes of the recursion can be read
as the labeling from the root, e.g., c(st 1) 010.

4.3.1. Clique Bipartitioning

The state assignment algorithm in Figure 12 can be
adapted to use the additional information about
the weighted cliques in the weighted graph G-(V, E, w). In the process, one hopes that the result
of the bipartitioning heuristic would improve.

4.3.2. Weighted Clique Graph

The first step is to build a clique weighted graph
Gc- (C, Ec, Wc) from G(V, E, W ) whose vertices
represent the cliques from the set C provided by
the clique computation in Figure 11. For instance,
for bbtas we computed C= {C8- {st0}, C14
{stl}, C5 {st2}, C6 {st3, st4}, C7 {st5}}. Ec
represents a complete graph, i.e., Ec=C C.
The function Wc is derived from w so that interstate weights can be translated into inter-clique
weights. A simple definition for Wc is wc(Ci, Cj)
eci,’ e cj w(s,s’). However, there is a problem
with this definition. It rewards large cliques with
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FIGURE 14 wc values for bbtas, aggregate and normalized.

large weights. Figure 14(a) shows the weights
computed according to this form. Note that the
edges incident on C6 have higher than average
weights since they are the sum of two edge weights
from Figure 4, e.g., Wc (C8, C6) w(stO, st3) +
w(stO, st4). A better model than aggregation of
the edge weights from G would be to normalize
these weights by the size of the clique. This puts a
multi-state clique on the same footing as a
singleton clique. The normalized form for Wc is:

wc(C,,
Figure 14(b) gives the normalized weights for
work with the normalized wc function
unless otherwise specified.

see if there is only one clique left in C. For a single
clique case, the recursive state based bipartitioning
in assign_state_bit is used with the state set V.
Otherwise, clique_bipartition is used to partition
the set of cliques C into two disjoint sets Ca and
C s.t. C C, U C. Once again, a variant of
Kernighan-Lin mincut heuristic [6] is used. However, the balancing condition is different this time.
Let us introduce some notation before discussing

the balancing condition.

DEFINITION 5 Let C be a set of cliques over a
set of states V, i.e., CC_2 where 2 v is the power
set of V. C[ specifies the number of subsets of
V in C. The number of elements of V in all the
subsets of C are denoted by #C, i.e., #C=

v,

Go We

4.3.3. Clique Bipartitioning

Figure 15 gives the state assignment algorithm
based on bipartitioning of clique graph
Gc:(C, Ec, wc). Procedure clique_assign_codes
checks to see if the clique cover C has only one
clique in it, i.e., all the N states got clustered into a
single clique by the clique computation phase. In
this case, we resort to the state bipartitioning
procedure assign_codes of Figure 12. Otherwise,
the procedure assign_clique_bit is invoked. The set
V is the set of all states to be assigned codes and set
C is the clique cover of V, either disjoint or
overlapping. The first step in assign_clique_bit is to

Note that the set C is bipartitioned such that
some cliques from C are in Ca and some are in C.
However, we wish to keep the number of states on
the two sides as close to each other as possible.
This means that ABS(#Ca-#C) should be as
small as possible, ABS represents absolute value.
We also wish to allow enough flexibility to the
bipartitioning procedure so that the largest clique
in C can be moved between the two sides. Let the
largest clique in C consist of Cmax] states, i.e.,

]Cmax[ maxciclC/[ for CmaxEC. We would
allow all the bipartitions of C into (Ca, C,) s.t.
ABS(#Ca-#CB) <_ Cmax[. The procedure clique_
bipartition in Figure 15 finds such a balanced
partition (Ca, CB) with the minimum value for the
cut(CA, Ct)

-ci

ca,cj

c,

wc(Ci, Cj).
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(V, E, w), Gc (C, Ec, we), c(si) for _< _< N);
if (ICI 1) then assign_codes(G (V, E, w), c(si) for _< _< N); return;
log N;
assign_clique_bit(V, w, C, we, c(si) for _< _< N, t);

procedure clique_assign_codes(G

end procedure clique_assign_codes

procedure assign_clique_bit(V, w, C, wc, c(si) for _< _< N, t);
if (]C] 1) then assign_state_bit(V, w, c(si) for _< < N, t); return;

_

CA, CB,A,B
clique_bipartition(C, wc, CA, CB);
Generate A, B consistent with CA, CB:
Vsi e V, if (si e Cj and Cj CA) then A

A U {si}; else B

B

for overlapped clique partitions:

Vsi E V, if (af finity(si, CA)
A AJ
Delete

si

af finity(si, CB)) then

from every clique in CB;

else

B:BU{si};
Delete

from every clique in CA;
rebalance(CA, CB, A, B, w,
A, ct(si) 0;
B, ct(si) 1;
8i

if (balanced)

For all si
For all si
if

(t

1)

then return;

else

assign_clique_bit(A, w, CA, We, c(si) for _< _< N, t- 1);
assign_state_bit(B, w, CB, dgC,C(Si) for _< _< N, t- 1);
end if
end procedure assign_clique_bit

FIGURE 15 Clique bipartitioning based state assignment algorithm.

4.3.4. Overlapped Cliques and Consistent

State Sets
The next step is to generate state sets A and B that
are consistent with CA and CB, i.e., s E A iff Ci CA
and s Ci and s B iff Cj CB and s Cj. This step
is somewhat more complicated if overlapping
cliques were generated by the clique computation
phase. Note that a state s could be in multiple
cliques Cil, Ci2,. Cikl, Cjl, Cj2,. Cjk such that
Cj: CB. The
Ci,, Ci2,
Ci CA and Cj,, Cj:,
method of allocating s to either A or B described
above would allocate it to both A and B! Let us
define affinity of a state s to a set of cliques C:

DEFINITION 6 Let G-(V,E, w) be a weighted
graph. Let Cc_2 For s V, affinity (s, C)ci c a ffinity(s, Ci).

v.

For overlapped cliques, s goes to A if a f
finity(s, CA) >_ a f finity(s, CB), otherwise s is
allocated to B.
4.3.5. Rebalancing

Note that we have allowed the difference in sizes of
A and B after each stage of clique bipartitioning to
be as large as the number of states in the largest
clique. This can be a very large imbalance and can
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result in an imbalanced recursion tree. For
example, consider the recursive bipartitioning tree
for bbtas shown in Figure 17. Here the initial
clique set is C= {{st0}, {stl,st2,st3,st4,sth)}. The
balancing factor allows the state sets at this level to
be unbalanced by as many as 5 states. A mincut
with Ca={{stO}} and CB={{stl,st2, st3, st4}}
results in A {st0} and B= {stl,st2,st3,st4,sth}.
Here ABS(IAI-IBI)=4 which is within bounds.
However, an unbalanced partition results in higher
than necessary bits for state codes, 4 in this
example rather than 3. Hence, one choice is to
rebalance sets A and B (with necessary adjustments in Ca and CB) such that [AI=[B 14- 1.
Procedure rebalance in Figure 16 does exactly this.
We first determine in rebalance which of the two
sets A and B has surplus states. The variable ev is
the number of states that need to be moved from
the surplus set to the deficient set. We have
assumed, without loss of generality, that A has
surplus states. At this point, some of the cliques
from Ca need to be moved to CB. The clique in Ca
that is least important (Ci), or that has the least
normalized weight (NW(Ci)), is moved first. If Ci
has fewer than ev states, we repeat this procedure.
If fil < ev, then we wish to move only ev states

from Ci. This is done by choosing ev states in Ci
that have least affinity to Ci, since they will perturb
the objective function the least.
4.3.6. Example Clique State Assignment
Figure 18 shows the state assignment based on
clique bipartitioning for bt:as. Note that the
initial clique cover C { C5, C6, C7, C8, C14} is from
the clique computation phase. The corresponding
weight function Wc is given in Figure 14(b). At first
bi-partition stage, Cmaxl 2, since C6 has 2 states.
The mincut partition is CA-- {Ch, C8, C14} and
CB-- {C6, C7}. Since IAI- IBI- 3 for this partition,
no rebalancing need be done. At the node where
C {{C6}}, procedure assign_state_bit would be
invoked to assign the least significant state bits for
st3 and st4. The resulting state codes label the leaf
nodes in Figure 7.
Note that clique based state assignment offered
many experimental choices. Salient ones are as
follows. Is the balance going to be maintained on
the state sets at each recursion stage? Are the
cliques disjoint? What should be done with the
2rog N_ N unused codes? We report on the results
of these variations in the next section.

procedure rebalance(CA, CB, A, B, w, we);
if (ABS(IA

-IBI)

ev

< 1) return;

Without loss of generality, assume

IAI- IBI

ev

> 1;

repeat

Let CA-rain E
if (ICA_minl

CA be the clique with smallest normalized weight NW(CA-min);

> ev) then

Break CA-rain into

Move

ev states s in

Groove

C_mi (CA-rain C_mi

U C_min) s follows;

C)4_mi

and

CA-rain

with smallest value for affinity(s, CA-min) to a new set

C_min; Ci_min

CA-rain

Cl_min; CA-rain C_min;

else

Cmove

CA-rain;

end if;

Move
until

Cmow from CA to Cn and move all the states s Cmove from A to B;

(ev
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1);

end procedure rebalance;

FIGURE 16 Rebalancing for clique partitions.
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HLATCH), the number of latches used in encoding
is not necessarily minimal (log N). This is because
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FIGURE 17 A hypothetical clique bipartitioning for bbtas
with unbalanced state sets.

{(ff5’C6’C7’C8’C14}
{stO, st1, st2, st3, st4, stS}

{C,Cs, C{14}}
{stO, stX, st2}
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{t.}
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110
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FIGURE 18 Clique bipartitioning based state assignment for
bbtas.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented the weight computation methods
described in Section 3 for fanin, fanout, and FIFO
weights for both Energy model and 2. The state
assignment algorithms from Section 4.3 were also
implemented
plain state bipartitioning, clique
computation, clique bipartitioning, balanced partitions at each stage versus no rebalancing, disjoint
cliques versus overlapping cliques. We also modified j edi [8] to accept energy modeling weights
for an annealing based state assignment. Table I
outlines all the experiments conducted and their
clique and weight, and bipartitioning parameters.
Note that for the experiments where bipartitioning
is not balanced at each stage (such as

the recursive bipartitioning tree is not necessarily
balanced as shown in Figure 17, especially if the
cliques are of uneven sizes. However, the number of
bits used in encoding depends entirely on the clique
size distribution in the FSM. Hence one hopes that
the number of latches used (or information expansion) would result in lowering of average switching
per transition which may also result in lower power.
Tyagi [15] shows that when n bit of information is
expanded into rn > n bits, the average switching is
reduced to (n/2 log(2m/n)). For three of the benchmark circuits, a larger number of latches resulted
surprisingly in lower area and lower power than
the minimal number of latches case. However, in
most of the cases, these experiments did not yield
competitive results.
All of the experimental cases in Table I were
tested on 29 of the MCNC logic synthesis ’93
benchmarks. Before we look at the area and power
numbers for these experiments, let us look at the
distribution of cliques in the disjoint and overlapping cliques cases. This is given in Table II.
Note that some of the benchmarks end up having
a single clique of N states in the disjoint cliques
case. Hence clique information does not really help
at all in these instances. Also notice that the
overlapped clique case provides a much better
structural information with many more cliques.
Unfortunately, it is very hard to handle the
overlapped clique case properly in bipartitioning.
We are considering some other ways of clique
pruning for disjoint clique case that would retain
more of the information about cliques potentially
resulting in better state assignments.
The state codes generated by these algorithms
were used to generate a 2-level logic description
with NOVA. This 2-level description in Berkeley
Logic Intermediate Form (BLIF) [12] was optimized for a multilevel logic implementation in SIS
[12]. We used an industrial strength technology
library from Intel for technology mapping. The
SIS optimization was done with the rugged script.
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TABLE
Name

FI
FO
FIFO

FI-CLIQUES
FO-CLIQUES

FIFO-CLIQUES
FOC-HLATCH
FOC-OVERLAP
FIFOC-OVERLAP
FOC-OVERLAP
-HLATCH
FIFOC-EM1

FIFO-ANNEAL
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Experimental parameters
Weight, clique and st assignment

Fanin based weights, no cliques, state based vanilla bisection
Fanout based weights, no cliques, state based, vanilla bisection
Fanin + Fanout based weights, no cliques, state based
vanilla bisection
Fanin based weights, disjoint cliques, clique based
balanced bisection

Fanout based weights, disjoint cliques, clique based
balanced bisection
Fanin / Fanout based weights, disjoint cliques, clique based
balanced bisection
Fanout based weights, disjoint cliques, clique based
not balanced bisection
Fanout based weights, overlapping cliques, clique based
balanced bisection
Fanin + Fanout based weights overlapping cliques, clique based
balanced bisection
Fanout based weights, overlapping cliques, clique based not
balanced bisection
Same as FIFO-CLIQUES, Energy Model instead of Energy Model 2
FIFO Energy Model weights, JEDI annealing state assignment

Our comparisons are based on the area and
power (5V and 20MHz assumption) numbers
from SIS.
For the steady state probability computation,
we assumed the 1-probability of all primary input
bits to be 0.5. Second and third columns in
Table III report the area-power numbers for JEDI
using coupled dominant or FIFO based area
modeling weights and annealing based state assignment. These results are compared to state bipartitioning FIFO (FIFO), clique bipartitioning FIFO
(FIFO-CLIQUES), overlapped cliques FIFO
clique
bipartitioning
(FIFOC-OVERLAP),
FIFO with Energy model (FIFOC-EM1) and
Energy model weights with annealing assignment
(FIFO-ANNEAL) respectively. The last row in
Table III shows the average values for area and
power over the 29 MCNC benchmarks. We also
report the relative aggregate area and power with
respect to JEDI. For instance, FIFO-CLIQUES
has 2.9% less aggregate area and 9.84% less
aggregate power than JEDI, i.e. (23541-22858/
23541)=-2.9%. Table IV reports the area and
power for each benchmark as a percentage

reduction from JEDI. For example, for bbara
FIFO-CLIQUES has 8.5% higher area and 9.5%
less power than JEDI, i.e., for FIFO-CLIQUES
bbara area is 10027,(1 +0.08507) and power is
168 (1-0.09524). The bottom row reports the
average of these percentage reductions for a given
state assignment method.
Note that among all these implementations,
FIFO-ANNEAL performs the best with an
aggregate area advantage of 8.86% and power
advantage of 17.69% over JEDI. The area reduction accompanying the power reduction is a big
surprise. The only other study targeting multilevel
logic synthesis weights [14] reports a power
advantage of 15.64% with an area increase (literal
count increase) of 3.2% over 20MCNC logic
synthesis benchmarks (13 of them are also in our
29 benchmarks). This state assignment algorithm
would be of use where one does not wish to give up
any area, but still gain some power advantage over
conventional area-optimizing state assignment
algorithms. Note that FIFOC-EM1 performs
almost as well as FIFO-ANNEAL. This is not
surprising given that they both use FIFO Energy
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TABLE II The distribution of clique sizes
Disjoint (size:

Name

count)

dkl4
dkl5
dkl6

(2:2),(1:6)
(1:4), (2,1)
(2:1),(1:5)
(2:5),(1:6)
(2:1),(1:5)
(1:4)
(3:1),(2:9),(1:6)

dkl7
dk27
exl

(2:1),(1:6)
(1:7)
(2:2),(1:16)

keyb

pma

(3:1),(1:16)
(1:16)
(2:1),(1:2)
(2:1),(1:2)
(2;2),(1:6)
(6:1),(4:1),(3:2),
(2:1),(1:30)
(5:1), (2: 3), (1:13)

sl
s1488

(2:5),(1:10)
(2:4),(1:40)

s1494

(2:4),(1:40)

s27
s386
s510
s820
s832
sand

(3:1),(2:1),( 1:1
(2:1),(1:11)
(10:1),(7:1),(1:30)
(2:5),(1:15)
(2:5),(1:15)
(3:2),(2:10),(1:6)

shiftreg
styr

(2:4)
(3:4),(2:5),(1:8)

tav

(1:4)

bbara
bbtas
beecount
cse

kirkman
lion
mc

opus
planet

Overlapping (size:count)

(10:8),(9:2),(4:5),(3:3),(2:6),(1:2)
(6:2),(5:2),(3:1),(2:8),(1:3)
(7:6),(5:2),(4:1),(3:9),(2:2),(1:1)
(16:7),(15:2),(14:1),(13:1),(12:1), (11:3),(6:1),(5:2),(4:6),(3:12),(2:10)
(7:2),(6:3),(5:5),(4:10),(2:1),(1:1)
(4:10),(3:5),(1:1)
(23:1),(21:1),(17:1),(16:1),(15:1), (11:1),(7:4),(6:3),(5:6),(4:24),
(3:2),(2:10),(1:4)
(7:2),(6:4),(5:1),(4:4),(3:4), (2:3),(1:3)
(5:1),(3:4),(2:7),(1:5)
(20:10),(19:5),(18:2),(17:3),(15:2), (14:1),(11:1),(9:1),(6:2),(5:7),
(4:5),(3:8),(2:14),(1:7)
(19:7),(18:3),(17:1),(15:1),(13:1), (11:2),(9:1),(8:1),(4:1),(3:11), (2:6),(1:12)
(16:30),(2:4),(1:16)
(4:3),(3:4),(2:4)
(4:7),(2:7),(1:2)
(10:10),(9:2),(4:1),(3:5),(2:11),(1:2)
(48:10),(47:3),(46:1),(45:1),(41:1), (39:1),(36:1),(34:2),(24:1),(22:1),
(21:1),(20:2),(14:1),(13:1),(11:1), (4:5),(3:7),(2:25),(1:57)
(24:4),(23:1),(22:3),(21:2),(19:2), (16:1),(14:3),(13:3),(12:2),(10:1),
(8:1),(7:1),(4:2),(3:5),(2:13),(1:20)
(20:11),(18:3),(17:2),(16:2),(9:1), (8:4),(6:9),(5:1),(4:4), (3:7),(2:8),(1:2)
(48:12),(47:3),(46:1),(44:1),(41:1), (38:1),(33:1),(21:1),(20:2),(19:1),
(13:2),(8:1),(5:2),(4:8),(3:12), (2:41),(1:33)
(48:12),(47:3),(46:1),(44:1),(41:1), (38:1),(33:1),(21:1),(20:2),(19:1),
(13:2),(8:1),(5:2),(4:7),(3:16), (2:37),(1:34)
(6:8),(5:1),(4:4),(3:3),(2:1)
(13:9),(12:5),(5:2),(4:2),(3:7), (2:10),(1:5)
(47;24),(46:10),(45:2),(44:1),(43:1), (42:1),(28:1),(22:1),(8;1), (5;1),(3:4),(2:40),(1:33)
(25:30),(24:4),(17:1),(16:2),(15:1), (11:2),(5:2),(4:3),(3:6), (2:22),(1:14)
(25:30),(24:4),(17:1),(16:2),(15:1), (11:2),(5:2),(4:3),(3:5), (2:23),(1:14)
(32:16),(31:5),(29:1),(27:1),(24:1), (22:1),(21:1),(15;1),(12:1),(11:2),
(8:1),(7:2),(6:1),(5:3),(4:2), (3:17),(2:25),(1:3)
(4:3),(2:15)
(30:11),(28:1),(27;2),(26:3),(25:1), (23:1),(22:1),(20:1),(19:2),(17:2),
(12:2),(9:1),(8:1),(5:5),(4:9), (3:10),(2:18),(1:8)
(4:12),(1:4)

model weights. However, annealing based state
assignment takes almost twice as much time on
average as shown in Table V. This is the execution
time of the assignment phase on an HP 715/33
workstation. The entries reporting 0 time were too
small to be measured by the UNIX time utility.
Note that FIFOC-EM1 is a polynomial time
heuristic, i.e., it takes time polynomial in
N+ n+ No. This is the number of cliques handled
in the worst case. The dominating time factor

comes from the Kernighan-Lin bipartitioning of
the clique graph with up to 2N+ 2n + No vertices.
Kernighan-Lin heuristic takes time proportional
to m 2 log m for an m-vertex graph. There are
about 10 passes of this heuristic giving FIFOCEM1 time as proportional to (2N+2n+No) 2

log(2N+2n +No). However, FIFO-ANNEAL
can take time exponential in number of states
( N ). Hence, it is likely that the execution time gap
may be even wider for larger state machines.

Z
Z
(C)
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TABLE V Run times of FIFO-ANNEAL and FIFOC-EM1
Name

FIFO-ANNEAL

FIFOC-EM

Extime (seconds)

Extime (seconds)

0.4
0.1
0.2
1.9
0.2
0.1
12.5
0.2
0.1
5.0
3.5
3.0
0.4
113.4
8.2
4.2
111.8
111.6
1.0
100.4
11.1
11.5
23.8
0.1
18.9
0.1
20.91

0.2
0.0
0.1
0.7
0.1
0.0
11.2
0.2
0.1
4.3
4.1
1.7
0.4
64.8
8.2
2.5
53.6
67.2
0.9
82.9
11.6
10.9
12.3
0.1
8.4
0.0
13.32

bbara
bbtas
beecount
cse

dkl4
dkl5
dkl6
dk 17
dk27
exl

keyb
kirkman

opus
planet
pma
sl

s1488
s1494
s386
s510
s820
s832
sand
shiftreg
styr
tav

AVG
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annealing based state assignment, but takes only
about half as much time.
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